As an initial point, I’d like to point out that a Body worn camera program is being discussed as a remedy to
reduce unconstitutional use of force and the failure of the City to hold officers accountable. It is not being discussed
as a tool for the enforcement of criminal law.
All the policies of a Body worn camera program must then be aimed at being a tool for cultural change within
PPB to reduce force and increase accountability. Achieving both of those goals would also increase community safety
and community trust in police, which would hopefully also increase community engagement.
A Body worn camera program could not even hope to remedy those problems unless the policies are directly
aimed at them AND unless the policies are fully and properly enforced.
To accomplish those targeted goals, the Mental Health Alliance recommends the following:
Footage must be stored and controlled by a third party outside of PPB. PPB must not control the footage. As
part of that, the access to the footage must be limited to use for reviewing complaints and use of force. Police use of
force reports must first be written and submitted without the officer reviewing the footage because the reports must
be based on what the officer was thinking, feeling, and seeing when they acted to use force, which is what the
constitution requires. The officer could later view the footage and add information later, but the original report must
be part of what is reviewed.
Access to footage should be in line with the purposes of the Body worn camera program and all access must
be tracked and that access must be reviewed for compliance with policies.
It has been reported that PPA has recently proposed a Body worn camera program that would have PPB
control the footage, that officers be able to review their footage and those of other officers BEFORE writing reports,
and that officers who agree to wear cameras should receive a pay raise. Those proposals do not appear to be aimed at
accountability and in line with best practices.
There must also be clear policies about when body worn cameras must be turned on. But those policies mean
nothing if they are not consistently, strictly, and properly enforced, as we have seen by failures around the country,
and also here by the City’s failure to hold officers accountable for violating PPB policies.
When body worn cameras are recording also implicates serious privacy concerns, particularly those concerns
of people experiencing or who appear to be experiencing mental illness or crisis. Restricting access to footage for
reviewing use of force reports and complaints against officers and strong policies around the release for the benefit of
the public would help to ease those privacy concerns, as would having the footage housed outside of PPB.
The policies around the release of the footage must also be aimed at reducing force and increasing
accountability and not allow for the release of footage by PPB to shape a narrative that suits the Bureau.
PPB and the City have not shown the ability to reduce force or hold officers accountable. Any Body worn
camera program must be precisely and effectively aimed at accomplishing those goals that so that we do not simply
end up with an expensive program that continues to allow and even provide further cover for unconstitutional
policing.
[[FB not sure how done in majority, but it is clear that there are many problems with policies that are common. MHA
aims at helping the Court decide whether a proposed Body cam Program is fair, reasonable, and adequate

